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With Open Hands, Henri Nouwen&#39;s first book on spirituality and a treasured introduction to

prayer, has been a perennial favorite for over thirty years because it gently encourages an open,

trusting stance toward God and offers insight to the components of prayer: silence, acceptance,

hope, compassion, and prophetic criticism. Provocative questions invite reflection and

self-awareness, while simple and beautiful prayers provide comfort, peace, and reassurance. With

over half a million copies printed in seven languages, this spiritual classic has been reissued for a

new generation with moving photography and a foreword by Sue Monk Kidd.
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"Amazingly, the book is possibly more relevant now than when it was first published. It speaks

clearly, amid a growing profusion of anxiety, busyness, and noise, about returning to the quiet core

of ourselves. It compels us to accept lifeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s goodness at the precise moment life seems

most hazardous and un-embraceable. It offers the mystery of hope in a world gouged by terrorism

and given to despair.... Twenty-seven years ago, With Open Hands helped to wake me to the

immense." --Sue Monk Kidd

Text: English, Dutch (translation) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I have read 2 other of Henri Nouwen's books so I knew I would like "With Open Hands" --- now I



plan to read more. They are not the kind of books you just read ---- there is SO much to think about.

The book is wonderful, I bought 5 altogether to give to loved ones, so used was good but these are

very old. Hardly used so they are yellow with age, I felt funny giving out yellow books. My friends

loved the books message about how to really pray from your quiet, still, and heartfelt Time spent

with Jesus are Lord. WONDERFUL. GOD BLESS YOUR READERS I've changed my mind make it

5 yellow stars. Lainie

Prayer is conversation with God reflecting the needs and worries, the pain and grief, the joys and

wishes of one's heart. 'Open Hands' represent the open mind and heart, the need to turn over our

whole being to talk and listen to what is possible.

This is a classic Nouwen text.

A classic for everyones "keeper" library.

As I read each page, Henri Nouwen 's insights seemed to fit right into my need for learning to pray. I

read each page twice, once to see what was there, and second to absorb it into my life. Each

chapter built on the previous one, and I could feel God pushing me on to the next. I read this

following reading his current Lenten booklet for 2014. Perfect followup. Find a place to pray and

time to read this without distractions. Live what you read each day and you will love this book and

be a more loving person.

This is a wonderful book about having a relationship with God.

Nouwen was a brilliant man...a humble man...and a man who spent his life seeking God. The

insights here will be a blessing to all who desire to draw near to God.
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